
Message from the CFO

Our AUM grew 70.4% YoY to `3,929 crore. 
Disbursements were higher at  

94.7% YoY. Our strong loan books and 
robust collection framework and practices 

ensured a GNPA decline by 50 bps YoY 
and 21.0% drop in NPA provisioning, 

despite a challenging economic scenario.

Dear Shareholders,

I am delighted to share my 
thoughts at the end of what has 
been a satisfying financial year for 
Shriram Housing Finance Limited. 
Amid an uncertain global economic 
environment and challenging 
industry dynamics, we continued to 
perform with resilience. We stayed 
true to our values and vision of 
building a robust organisation with 
a strong foundation.

In FY21, our performance was 
impressive, despite the pandemic-
induced headwinds. Our total 
income for the full year grew by 
17.0% to `428 crore, the profit 
before tax went up by 28.9% to 
`84.2 crore, and profit after tax 
went up by 34.15% to `62.4 crore. 
Our net worth grew by 12.4% to 
`576.5 crore. Our return on assets 
increased to 2.5%, our return on 
equity increased to 11.6%, enabling 
us to create enhanced value for our 
shareholders.

During the year, we continued to 
reassess our strategies and thereby 
successfully progressed towards 
growing our business and winning 
the trust of our customers in a 
dynamic market environment. Even 
during the pandemic, we continued 
to transform and observed 
significant improvement in the 
overall operational and financial 
performance. The Company has 
increased the loan asset base in 
FY21 by over 70%, while improving 
asset quality. 

Our AUM grew 70.4% YoY to 
`3,929 crore. Disbursements were 
higher at 94.7% YoY. Our strong 
loan books and robust collection 
framework and practices ensured 
a GNPA decline by 50 bps YoY and 
21.0% drop in NPA provisioning, 
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improving and upgrading our 
technologies by sharpening our 
focus on digitisation to improve 
the efficiencies in our business 
operations. The digital ecosystem 
will help us become more agile, 
optimise our costs and become 
more customer-centric in the  
long run.   

We want to thank all our 
stakeholders for their confidence 
in us and look forward to their 
continued support.

Best regards,

GAURI SHANKAR AGARWAL 
Chief Financial Officer

With a diverse lender base and a robust liability franchise, we 
focused on maintaining low cost of funds. With business growth, 
rationalisation of operating expenses and improved asset quality,  
the Company has improved on all financial parameters.

despite a challenging economic 
scenario. The overall yield on the 
portfolio has slightly declined, as 
we focused on building a quality 
loan book and sourcing high 
credit-rated borrowers. With a 
diverse lender base and a robust 
liability franchise, we focused on 
maintaining low cost of funds. With 
business growth, rationalisation of 
operating expenses and improved 
asset quality, the Company 
has improved on all financial 
parameters.

The RBI took steps to provide a 
loan moratorium to standard retail 
borrowers. In addition, its efforts at 
pumping liquidity into the economy 
in the form of ECLGS and TLTRO 
have resulted in improved market 
sentiment and higher demand for 
home loans.

Adequate funding lines helped us 
sustain and grow our business. 
During the year under review, we 
have incrementally borrowed ̀ 2,143 
Crore by way of term Loans, NCDs 
and Securitisation/Assignment. 
Our overarching objective is to 
strengthen our balance sheet and 
sustain the growth levels over the 
coming years.

The Company aspires to provide 
its employees equal work 
opportunity and ensures diversity 

while taking adequate steps to 
increase employee satisfaction and 
engagement. Backed by the legacy 
of Shriram Group, with its huge, 
time-tested customer base, the 
Company will continue to explore 
cross-selling opportunities that will 
play a major role in the next leg of 
business growth. In addition, our 
constant focus on increasing the 
efficiencies shall help us sustain 
the Company’s growth. 

During the FY 2020-21, most of 
our employees were working from 
home as we were strictly adhering 
to the various Covid protocols 
issued by State and Central Govt. 
We are happy to inform that despite 
distant working, we have complied 
to all the statutory compliances 
and have been able to submit all 
the requisite returns/ information 
filing well on time.

In the midst of the pandemic, we 
have constantly focused on having 
a risk mitigation strategy and 
framework aligned to ensure the 
continuity of business operations 
and the safety and wellbeing of 
our employees and customers. 
Furthermore, we are committed 
to enhancing the transparency 
and disclosures to strengthen 
stakeholder trust in our Company. 
Moreover, we strive to continue 
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